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A unified treatment of the problem is presented for both odd and even space 
dimensions. In contrast to previous results for odd n, when the space dimension 
is even, there is no general existence although the uniqueness holds. A necessary 
and sufficient condition for admissible data is given. Of independent interest 
are several versions of the “Plancherel theorem” of the Radon transform, in 
the space Ls’(R”) of all functions whose gradients are square integrable. 
INTRODUCTION 
The paper is divided into three sections. In Section 1, independent of any 
consideration on the differential equation, the “Plancherel theorem” of the 
Radon transform ofL, [3] is extended in several ways to the space L,l (Theorems 
1, 2). On the basis of these theorems one can show that the smooth solutions 
constructed in Section 2 of this paper form a dense set of all “La-solutions” of the 
wave equation, i.e. all solutions with finite energy integral over Rn. Smooth 
solutions (zI, u), 2.(X, t) = v(X, -t) and u(X, t) = -u(X, t), are constructed 
in a similar way for n = even as in the earlier paper [l] on n = odd. However, 
the results of the constructions differ in the two cases (Theorem 3). These 
solutions (0, u) have invariant properties with respect to the Lorentz and simi- 
larity transformations, and they depend on arbitrary functions (4, 3) E 
Com(R”-o). The initial data are related to (4, #) by the Radon transform. The 
derivation of (2.3) which expresses the boundary data (o*, u*) in terms of (4,$) 
when rz = even, requires a fairly lengthy analysis. 
Through the completion process, going from the smooth data (4, #) to the 
general case of (4, $) ELZ1, one obtains theorem 4. For n = odd, this gives at 
once both the uniqueness and existence. For n = even, one derives from (2.3) 
or (2.4) a necessary and sufficient condition, (3.18), in order that (7, 5) EL,~ are 
admissible as boundary values (v*, u*) of L,-solutions (v, u). It turns out that 
* An outline of the results of this paper, without proof, appears in Bull. Imt. Math. 
Acad. Sinica 4 (1976), 205-208. 
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this condition can be analyzed by using Hilbert’s inequality [4], with the results 
on uniqueness (Theorem 5) and no general existence (Theorem 6, with the sharp 
energy inequality of Friedrichs and Lewy). 
1.1. All functions are considered over Rn, n >, 3, or over Rn-o with 
the origin deleted. The origin corresponds to the vertex of the cone, it plays 
therefore an exceptional role. Let YE R”, Y = (yl , yz ,..., y,), Y = py, 
1 Y 1 = p, where y is a unit vector in R”. We shall denote by /I [) the&-norm of a 
function, and ( ) the corresponding inner product. We shall also use the variable 
x = (x1 ) x2 )..., x), X = ~a, 1 X j = ~a! and 1 01 1 = 1. Throughout this paper 
k = +(n - 3) for both odd and even 7t. We shall omit either one of the signs 
&co or both from the limits of integration. 
Definition of the functional space L al. Elements of L,l are equivalent classes 
of complex valued functions v(Y) defined a.e. in Rn with the following proper- 
ties: (1) In Rn-0, q(Y) is locally integrable and has locally integrable first order 
weak derivatives. (2) Let vO = a~/+, 7ij = (y$/8yj - y$/ay,) 7, j > i, then rlr, 
and all p-lqij are square integrable over R”. (3) The norm of 7 in L,l, /I 7 /I1 , is 
defined by 
(4) Each 77 is equivalent to the function given by 
rl(w) = - j- S(PY) 4 0 
It follows from inequality 327 [4, p. 2401 that 
II 7/f II < 2 II 70 II * 
For each 7 E L,l we shall set 71~ = 7/p, it follows that 7# EL, . 
PROPOSITION 1.1. L,l is a Hilbert space. The set 9 OJ the functions 
+ E COm(Rn-o) is a dense set in L,l. 
L,r will be used as the space of the boundary data and also the space of a part 
of the initial data. For the discussion in this section, however, it is more conve- 
nient to use a different description of the space by considering the collection 
of all x such that x = 7#, 7 E L,l. The ensuing space will be denoted by L#. The 
elements x(Y) E L# are characterized by the following properties: 
(1) In Rn-0, x is locally integrable and has weak derivatives +/8yi , 
j = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(2) Let x’ = %JX)/%, xij = (Y@YS - YMY~ x, then 
II x’ II < a, II xii II -=I 02. 
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(3) The norm of x in L# is given by 
Ii x IIS = II x’ II2 + 1 II Xii //2e 
5>i 
(4) x is equivalent to the function given a.e. by 
x(w) = -P-l J” xw dP. P 
PROPOSITION 1.2. L# is a Hilbert space. The set 9 is a dense set in L#. When 
x EL” one has II x II G 2 II x’ II. 
Remark. We may also characterize L# by requiring /I x (Ix < CO and 
IIXII <= co, because a function is determined by its weak derivatives of the first 
order up to a constant. 
Proposition 1.2 is proved in the usual way, from it follows Proposition 1.1. An 
element in 9 remains in 9 after being divided or multiplied by p. Also the set of 
all rapidly decreasing C* functions, the set Y, is dense in L# and in L,l. 
LEMMA 1. FM x E L#, one has 
11 X + C Y5CaXlaY5> /I2 = /I X - C a(Y5X)lYi (/‘* (1-l) 
Proof. Write the left hand side as an inner product and use 
Assuming x E 9, then by integration one finds 
II x + pxp II2 = -(a - 1) II x II2 + II pxo l12. 
The right hand side is equal to 
II -(n - 1) x - pxp II2 = (n - 1)” II x /I2 - n(n - 1) II x II2 + II pxr, /I2 
= -(n - 1) II x II2 + II pxp l12. 
Since 9 is dense in L+, the lemma is proved. Corresponding to the notation of 
X’ we set 
X” = X - 2 alY5X)/aYj Y 
(1.1) means IIx’ II = II XI II . 
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PROPOSITION 1.3. Let 9~ OY t be the Fourier transform of‘ x, x EL”, then 
f EL+, and the Parseual’s equation holds: 
Proof. Since x EL, , so also 9. Now consider the Fourier transforms of x’ 
and xij . Let us use for the moment [ as the dual variable to y, 
It follows that all the following functions 
belong to L, , and hence i E L#. Equation (1.2) follows from the Parseval equa- 
tions 
II Sx’ II2 = cw’” II x’ II23 II sXij II2 = (2T)” II Xii II29 
and the above lemma. Thus the Fourier transform maps L# onto itself and is an 
isomorphism. We may define the space FL+ as one consisting of L, functions 
h(Y) which have weak derivatives of first order with the norm of h given by 
II h II”, = II h” /I2 + c II hii l12. 
j>i 
1.2. The Radon transform of a function 4 E =Y, say, may be defined by 
J[$; 01, r], as a function in RRn-o of X = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,J, X = rcy, [ X I = r, 
1 01 I = 1, and r > 0, [5]. Or it may be defined as a homogeneous function of 
degree - 1, of (& p) for (5, p) # (0, 0), where E = (fr , f2 ,..., .$,) is any real 
vector, and p a real scalar, 
U-3) 
for h # 0. Following [3, p. 91, we shall be concerned with homogeneous func- 
tions G([, p) of degree -(n + 1)/2, and let 
I(G) = <J-J- I ‘36, PI” dp +W’2, 
with the differential form w(t) given by 
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In I(G) the integration dp is over the reals for p, and w(f) is over any closed 
smooth surface which surrounds the origin 5 = 0. Due to the assumption on the 
homogeneity which will be given presently, 1(G) is independent of the surface 
of integration of w(t). 
Definition of the space I’,, for n = odd (m = (n - 1)/2), and the spaces r, and 
r2 for n = even (m = n/2). 
(1) LetG,E~a,/3=0,1,2,thenforX#O, 
GdM, $9 = A-” I A I-’ G&t, P), 
GA% AP) = A-‘” I h F2 G(S, P), (1.4) 
G,(Af, Ap) = A+ 1 X j-1/2(sgn h)G,([, p). 
The remaining properties are the same for elements in all three spaces, let G 
stand for any GB , ,!I = 0, 1, or 2. 
(2) G has weak derivatives G, and aG/8fj which are locally integrable for 
(I, p) # 0. The following derivatives 
4G = I P Ik”p 6 (I P lFk G), AijG = (f,(a/%j) - fj(a/at’i)) G, 
are homogeneous functions of degree -(n + 1)/2. 
(3) I(d,G) < co, I&G) < 00. 
(4) G is equivalent to the function defined by 
G(5, P> = -P” Jpm $ hn”W, 4)) 4 
when p > 0, and similarly for p < 0. It follows as before that 
I(G) < 2&W). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let the norm of an element GB be defined by /(I GO (11 as 
follow.r, 
where c, = (- 1)” 2-112(2rr-m, then the functions (GB} form a Hilbert space r, , 
/3=0,1,2. 
The inner product of two elements G’ and G” will be denoted by (((G’, , G”e))). 
The constant c, is put in for use later on. 
Let the “root” of a homogeneous function G(t, p) be defined as a function of 
X=rol,r>O,/a!j=l,anddenotedbyWG: 
WG(m) = r-“-lG(or, tr). 
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PROPOSITION 1.4. ‘ Let pb = 9G,, , Gb E T, , then g, EL+ and 
II gs II = ~GB), il ds Ii = WkG), Ii d,jgB il= I. 
Conwrsely any element in L* is the root of a unique element of I’, , /3 = 0, 1 or 2. 
Proof. When we form I(G) we may choose to integrate ~(6) over the unit 
sphere j [ i = j ti / = 1 with w(f) = dw, . This leads to the first equation. Note 
that g’, and dijg, are respectively the roots of d,G, and LI,~G, so the last two 
equations are verified. To prove the converse, let g, EL”, we define G as follows: 
G(t, 4~) =P”’ I 6 I-“g&5/1 5 I”>, 
G&I ;.P) = pm IP IP I E I--n g&@/l E I”) 
G2(S, 0) = pm I P IP2 I 5 IP (wP)g&WI 4 1”). 
One easily verifies the homogeneity condition (1.4) for each Go , and obviously 
g,=%‘GB,~=0,10r2. 
1.3. Take an element (6(Y) ~9, and construct its Radon transform 
J[[d; 4, p] which, for brevity, will also be denoted alternatively by 4’(4, p) or 
simply $‘. Consider the following derivatives of $I with repect to p: for odd 11, 
and for even n, 
q-w, P> = I P F2 (1.6) 
and 
D,W, PI = I P l-1’2 * 6 (w P) JM; 4, PI, (I.71 
where * stands for the convolution product. D, and D, are the sum and difference 
of the two fractional derivatives of order (n - I)/2 while D, is of integral order. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. C$ E B, then D&” E I’, , /3 = 0, 1, 2. Furthermore, 
Ill WY III = II 4 II+ > I cn I WB~‘) = II 4 II . (1.8) 
Proof. The homogeneity condition follows from (1.3), i.e. 4’ is homogeneous 
of degree -1. We may proceed to evaluate the norms of the elements D&’ in 
r, . However, it is useful first to discuss the norm of an arbitrary element in r,j , 
by applying to it the one-dimensional Fourier transform by SP , in contrast to 
the n-dimensional Fourier transform which we have denoted by 9. 
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LEMMA 2. Let 
h(t) = j- G(& p) t+p dp (1.9) 
where G(f, p) is an element of one of the spaces r, . Then h(hor) E L#, and 
/I h” !I = rr’W(d,G), (1 hi9 )I = ~l/~f(d~~G). (1.10) 
Proof. Depending on G = G,(.$, p) E rs , p = 0, 1, or 2, set h = h, in (1.9). 
One has 
%G, = ~mMk3 9TDGl = Am 1 h l-1’2 h,(X[), 
F’,G, = An” / X ld112 (sgn h) h,(@), 
(1.11) 
where h is the dual variable of p in SD . This follows from the homogeneity 
condition of Gs after putting in (1.9), ht for 5, p = hp’. By the Parseval equation 
of SD one finds in each case of (1.11) 
2 II h II2 = (274 12(G). (1.12) 
Now observe that d,G = --KG + paGl+ so that 
and we may substitute (1.11) for SpG in the above. After differentiation with 
respect to h, using k + (n + 1)/2 = (n - 1) we finally obtain in each case of 
p=o,1,2 
9$(dkGs) = 1 X 1(+1)/2 h,“(@) (sgn X)5’, 
fY=m fort9==0,1, F=m+ 1 far/3=2. 
(1.13) 
In the same way as (1.12) was derived, we find from (1.13) 
2 11 h” II2 = (24 12(dkG). (1.14) 
Finally by applying the operator dij of the variable E to (1.9) and then com- 
mute Aij with Sa we find 
SD(AijGB) = I X ((n-1)/2 A,,h,(xQ (sgn h)s’. (1.15) 
As before we obtain 
2 I/ hij Ii2 = (24 12(AijG). (1.16) 
The lemma is proved. 
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We now return to the proof of Proposition 1.5, by applying the lemma to the 
special case that G = Gfi = LQjv. W e make use of the equation [3, p. 41: 
&#J’(k $9 = &v). 
This gives then 
FDDOf = ((- l)l/* h)“‘&h[), 
FPDl$” = (2+j2 1 h I-1/2 ((-l)‘/” A)?&& 
FPDzqY = -(2~)l/~ (--1)lj2 1 h /-lj2 ((-l)1/2h)m sgn X&ho. 
By comparison with (1.11) we obtain the corresponding h for the case of 
G = D&‘. Except f or a constant factor depending on /3, one has h =J. By 
using (1.10) and the Parseval equation (1.2), one easily verifies (1.8), and 
Proposition 1.5 is proved. 
THEOREM la. The mappings from 9 CL* into r, , which are given by 
Icl,: 4(Y) --f Q&h 5, ~1, (1.17) 
are isometric mappings. Furthermore, the following product of fiZB and &‘, 
A$ = cn9?Mu gives the mapping 
4: tv) + &(W (1.18) 
such that each JZ& is an isometry from g(Y) CL+ into L+(X), jl (b II+ = l/g //# 
and II 4 II = II g II . 
THEOREM lb. Each of the mappings n/l, , /3 = 0, 1,2, can be extended by 
isometry to become a unitary map MB f rom L# to r, , and in the same way one 
extends J& to a unitary map M, from L# to L#. 
Proof of (a) follows immediately from Propositions 1.5 and 1.4’. For the proof 
of (b) note that the set C# is dense in L #, hence each MB can be extended by 
isometry so that the extension M, is defined over the whole L#. It therefore 
suffices to show that the extension MB is an onto map, or that the image set 
MB@) is dense in I’, . We are going to prove that any element G E r, which is 
orthogonal to the image set M&B) must be zero. Suppose 
(((QF, GN) = 0 for all I$ E 9, (1.19) 
then by using the Parseval’s equation in Sg one derives from (1.19) the following: 
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We go back to the notations used in Lemma 2, (1.13), (1.15), then the above 
equation is the same as 
+ zi (dij$) . (h,)ij xtnml) d/l dw, = 0. 
We may look at this as an equation in .FL#. Since the set {g} is dense in SL# 
we conclude that h, = 0, which implies G, = 0. 
Of course the statement in Theorem 1 b concerning Aa follows from that on 
Icl, because of Proposition 1.4’ on the properties of W. 
For later application we switch from the space L# to L,l and recall that the 
elements in L# consists of (5” ~ 5 EL,‘}. Theorem 1 may be stated as follows: 
COROLLARY 1. Let 4 EGB( I’) CL,l, then the following mapping 
4: 4(Y) 4 go(X) (1.20) 
from 9 CL,l into L,l is an isometry with // 4” I/ = I/ g# /I . Moreover J$ can be 
extended by isometry to a unitary map .A@$ from L,l to L,l. 
1.4. In 1.2 we introduced three spaces of homogeneous functions r, , 
and the root of each function lies in L#. We may also start with a function of L, , 
and use it as the root of a homogeneous function to construct three more spaces 
as follows: 
Definition of the spaces A, , /3 = 0, 1,2. (1) F,(e, p) is homogeneous of degree 
-(n $- 3)/2, and 
Fo(G, AP) = km-l I x I-lFo(5, P), 
F,(@, hp) = A-“-l 1 h 1-112 sgn xF,(t, p), 
F,Ge, AP) = km-l I h l-1’2F2(& P), 
(2) I([$‘,) < 00, for /3 = 0, 1,2, and j = 1,2 ,..., n, 
(3) the norm of an element in A, is given by 
l/2 
lli FL3 Ill = cm2 p2w,) * (1.21) 
j 
PROPOSITION 1.6. A, is a Hilbert space. 
Note that tjF is homogeneous of degree -(n + 1)/2 when F is homogeneous 
of degree -(n + 3)/2, hence l(tjF) is meaningful. 
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PROPOSITION 1.7. Let fB be 9’FB: 
f&3!) = r-k-‘F,(a, Q), r > 0, 
then fs EL, . Conversely any element in L, is the root of a unique element in A, , 
p = 0, 1 or 2. 
Proof. 
lifs /I2 = C II ah II2 = CZ2(tTd (1.22) 
For the proof of the converse we proceed in the same way as in Proposition 1.4 
using this time 1 5 l-+l instead of j 4 l-n. 
THEOREM 2a. The mappings from 9 CL,l into A, , which are given by 
No: W’) + De ; JW; 5, ~1, (1.23) 
are isometric mappings. Furthermore, the following product of N, and 9, .A$ = 
c,,;NB , gives the mapping 
4: 9w --+.63(Y) (1.24) 
fs(r4 = c,rk--l(4 g I) L’#; 01, i+l, 
such that each Jr/; is an isometric mapping from 9(Y) C L,l into L,(x). 
THEOREM 2b. Each of the mappings NB , /3 = 0, 1,2 can be extended by 
isometry to become a unitary map N, from L,l to A, , and in the same way one 
extends Jv-, to a unitary map Ne from L,l to L, . 
Proof of (a). The Radon transform has the property that 
hence 
5jD~ T$ I[#; ET PI = DJ[+/@j; E, PI (1.25) 
for fl = 0, 1, 2, and j = I,2 ,..., it. By the second equation in (1.8) with $ 
replaced by @jay, (which belongs to L,), one obtains 
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By summing up the above over j and using (1.25) we find 
where on the right hand side is the norm of the element in A, , (1.21). The 
isometrical property of N, follows from (1.22). 
Proof of (b). One proceeds in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
The main point of that proof was that .PYY transforms an element of r, into an 
element in %7L#, Lemma 2, and FL+ = L#. In the present case we have to 
characterize the space .KL,l. First one recognizes that each function in L,l has a 
Fourier transform which is a function. Secondly, such a function, say h, has the 
property // hh(hor)lj < a, and finally stz,l consists of all such functions. Let 
F( [, p) be an element of /I, , define as in (1.9) 
43 = j F(5, P) tip 4 
then by the homogeneity property of F, one finds 
as in Lemma 2, Eq. (1.13). Hence 
2 II hh@)l12 = (24 1 12(&F). 
The rest of the proof to show that the image set .,4$(Q) is dense in A, follows 
the same reasoning as that used in Theorem 1 (by using <FL,’ instead of FL”), 
and hence the proof may be omitted. 
Remark. Note that Ms , J& , N, and X8 all map real valued functions into 
real valued functions. In the following we shall consider the spaces L, and L,l 
as real Hilbert spaces whose elements are real valued functions in Rn. 
2.1, A solution of the wave equation in Rn+l, n > 3, 
is called a “L,-solution” if w and its weak derivatives wx and wt are locally 
integrable, and the initial data, {g,,f}: 
g(X) = ww, O), f (W = w&x O), 
are such that g E L,l(R”) and f E L,(R”). In the following, a solution always 
means a L,-solution. The main purpose of this section is to construct a set of 
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smooth solutions explicitly, and to relate the initial data {g,f) of 7~’ with its 
boundary data (w*, zu.+) on the upper and lower characteristic cone Co+, where 
w”(X) = w(X, r), w*(X) = w(X, -r). 
By the energy inequality of Friedrichs and Lewy adapted to this case, one 
easily finds that w* and w.+ belong to L, l. We shall aplit w = u T L: where u 
is odd, and ZJ even, with respect to t, and we consider the pair of solutions (~1, U) 
side by side. The pair (ZI, U) has the initial data {g,fj and the boundary data 
cv*, u*) where w* = v* + u*, w* = U* - u*. We shall be concerned with the 
mapping between g and v*, and that between f and u*, or briefly between [g, f 1 
and (zJ*, u*), for the set of smooth solutions that will be constructed in the 
exterior of the characteristic cone, i.e. for points (X, t) with s2 = I-~ - t” I-- 0. 
It is important for our analysis to introduce a third pair (4, Q/J) ED that intervenes 
between {g, f} and (u*, u*) in Theorem 3 below. The mapping between :g,.fj 
and (zI*, u*) can then be studied by discussing separately the mappings ($, #) - 
{g, f > and (4, $J) -+ (c*, ~“1. 
THEOREM 3. Let (+,I/) ~9. (a) 2% ere exists for odd n a pair of solutions 
(vo 3 uO) with the following initial and boundary data, 
W”” Jfo4, W’” 44 (VT0 = 4, u*o = I/J). (2.1) 
(b) When n = even, there exist two pairs of solutions (vO , ua) with the 
initial data respecttively equal to 
Their boundary values are as follows: 
v*1 = (1 + H’)$, u*l = (1 + H”) #, (2.3) 
v*2 = (-1 + H”)$5, u*2 = (-1 + H’) *, (2.4) 
where H’ = H+ + H- , H” = H+ - H.- , and 
H-+(m) = (- l)m+r n-%--h 
s O” pk(r + P)-’ +(-P) 4, 0 
H++(m) = n-%--L j” pk(r - p)-1 &XX) dp, 
0 
(2.5) 
and similarly for Hi+. (In H+ the integral is taken in the sense of principal value.) 
Part (a) of the theorem has been proved in [l] : the relations between (g, f} 
and (TJ*~, Use) given here by (2.1) are the same as (3.4) and (3.20) on pp. 761 
and 763 in that paper. Also there on p. 759 the isometry of A0 and Jr/- was 
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shown (listed as (A), (B), and (C)). To construct (zJ,,  ~a) one started with the 
solution denoted by HM[+; X, t]. Its value at (X, t) depends on that part of the 
data 4 that lies on C,, + n C,(X, t) where C,(X, t) is the characteristic cone with 
the vertex at (X, t). In order that the assigned boundary data can be attained, 
an operator 5? is applied to #J(Y) t o f orm the solution HM[9$; X, t]. We denote 
this ‘basic solution by W,(X, t) in anticipation of two other basic solutions 
W+(X, 2) and W-(X, t) which we are going to construct when the space dimen- 
sion ‘n is even. By moving the operator 9 outside of HM we may write 
where 
Wo(X, 4 = =Kw%e x, 4, (2.6) 
6p, Ez k!-ls-“( -a/aq+1 p+1, n odd. 
The boundary values of W,, are respectively ( W,)* = 4, ( W,,), = 0. The pair 
(vo 9 u,,) is then defined by 
‘uo = Wo@; x9 t) + wokh z -t), 
uo = Wo(#; x t) - w&l; x, -4. 
2.2. When n is even one expects that the value of a solution of the 
boundary value problem at (X, t) will depend on the whole range of $ taken on 
Co+ (C,,-). We consider the family of pseudospheres in the (Y, T) space, 
qx, t): I Y - x 12 - (T - t)2 = q1 - /L) 
with parameter cc, -co < p < co, and fixed (X, t). C,(X, t) lies inside the cone 
C,(X, t) when 1 - p < 0, and outside when 1 - p > 0. For each /.L we form 
Co+ fj C,(X, t) whose projection along the T-axis into R”(Y) will be denoted by 
Hd(X, t; p). Since T = 1 Y 1 on Co+, one has with Y. X = ~pq, / Y ( = p, 
Hd(X, t; /A) = {Y j 2rpq - 2tp = s2,u). (2.7) 
Then Rn( Y) is divided by Hd(X, t; 1) into two parts S, and S- where 
s+(x, t)= (J Hd(X t; 1-4, s-(x, t) = u Hd(K t; 4. 
l-u>0 l-u<0 
For X = ~a, r > 0, we set 
y = pk?a + Q’4 
where (Y’ 1 LY, and q’ = (1 - q2)l12. In order that YE Hd(X, t; p) one finds by 
P-7), 
Q = dPl CL) = b2/-L + 2tPY2yP9 (2.8) 
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which gives a parametric tepresentation of Y = Y(p, CL, 01’). We make use of the 
invariant measure on Hd(X, t; CL), [2, p. 440, (2.3)], 
dm = r-1(pq’)2k dw,, dp 
and form the solutions by integrating $ over Hd(X, t; p): 
HM[+; X, t; p] = s-2k s 4 dm 
= y-(n-2) 4447~ + a’4> due, 4 
where 
% PY CLt) = (P -t My - f))” (P - b4y + w, 
and 
PO = +h I P I + t/J)- 
The point Y = pea is the vertex of Hd(X, t; p) where q = -J--l. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Definition of W, . Let 4 E 9, s2 - t2 > 0, n even, m = &n, then 
W&; X tl = c’n j- (1 - P)I~‘~ (-W-4m HM[$; X, t; p] dp (2.12) 
where c,’ = &r-* (= P-l(m) w;‘). 
Of course the function (1 - CL)+ = / 1 - p I, when (1 - CL) > 0 and 
(1 - p)+ = 0 when 1 - p < 0, and similarly for the function (1 - CL)) . The 
domains of integration in R”(Y) for W* are respectively S&(X, t). Note also that 
HM[+; X, t; l] is the same as HM[+; X, t] that was used when n = odd, except 
for the factor l/w,-, , which we have incorporated into c’% here in (2.12). If we 
set for a moment 
X=sxI, t = St’, r’2 - t’2 = 1 
and by (2.8), q = (sp + 2t’p)/2r’p, then from (2.9) it follows by introducing a 
new function HM’ of s . p that, 
HM[+; X, t; p] = s-(‘+~)HM’[+; X’, t’; S/A]. 
By applying this in the neighborhood of TV = 1, one can derive another repre- 
sentation for W,: 
Wo(#; X t> = ~‘+a(--WP)” HMM; X t; ~luly-~ 
by showing that (2.6) is the same as the above with n = odd m = $(n - 1) and 
C’ ,, = &F,. One can use this as the definition of W, and easily verify (2.1). 
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2.3. For the purpose of evaluating the initial values of Wk we introduce 
the fractional derivatives: 
so that the operators De , /3 = 1, 2 of (1.6) (1.7) are respectively D, + D- 
and D, - D- . 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 4 E 9, X = ro1, r > 0, one has 
W*#(+; X, 0) = cnr-k;-l(D+J) [+#, (Y, &r]. (2.13) 
where ++(Y) = $(Y)/p, W+(X) = W(X)/r, and c, = (-I)” 2-1/2(2~)-m. 
Proof. (1) By setting t = 0 in (2.7) one finds that Hd(X, 0; p) is the hyper- 
plane in R”(Y) 1_ to X at the signed distance of &rp from the origin. 
(2) mq+; x, 0; p] = Y-(f-)J[p; a, &rp] follows from (2.9). And finally 
(3) By substituting (2) in (2.12) and instead of p introducing p = +rp as the 
new variable, one finds (2.13). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let 1,4 ~9, X = YR, r > 0, then 
(WW W&; X, 01 = c,r-“-‘(D+(Wp) J) 14; a, $1. (2.14) 
Proof. (1) One shows that 
in exactly the same way as in [l, (II)] p. 762. (2) P roceed as in the last proposition, 
with + replaced by a#/ay, , j = 1,2 ,..., 71. (3) Apply (1.25) with fj = tij and the 
proof is complete. 
2.4. For a given 4 E 9 we are going to study the behavior of W*[$; X, t] 
as t -+ fr, with Y > 0, ( t ( < r. This requires a discussion of the function 
HM[#; X, t; ~1 in its dependence on p, especially when 1 p 1 is large. We may 
restrict (X, t) to an r-interval 0 < Y,, < r < rl , and 1 t 1 < Y. We assume more- 
over that supp C$ is contained in 0 < a < p < b. For brevity we shall denote 
HM[$; X, t; ,u] by EM(p). It follows from (2.9) that EM(p) = 0 when p,, > b, 
and since p0 = $(r 1 p 1 + QL), this leads to the following 
Remarks. (1) For s2 > l 2 > 0 one has &V(p) = 0 when 1 p 1 > 4br,c2. 
(2) For t p > 0 one has HM(p) = 0 when 1 p 1 3 2bi1. For fixed (X, t), 
EM(p) vanishes for sufficiently large 1 p 1 , and as s -+ 0, the lower bound of 
such 1 p I may go to infinity, unless t and TV remain to have the same sign while 
s + 0. 
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LEMMA 3. H&Z(p) is infinitely dz$eerentiable with respect to CL, for p # 0. & 
p. = 0 both the right and left derivatives exist. Furthermore 
l(a/+)j HIM( < A,(1 -!- / p I)“, j = 0, 1, 2 ,...) 
where Aj is a constant which depends on (a, b, r,, , rJ and the sup of all the derivatives 
of $ with respect to Y of the order <j. In particular A, does not depend on t. 
Proof. Set p’ = p - p0 , then 
Ph 11.r~ 4 = P’(P’, I I* I r> = (p’)” (p’ + I p / r)k, 
ffM(~) = r-(n-2) J: P’(P’, I CL I r> (i 4(Y) dw) dp’, 
(2.15) 
where Y = p(qo1 + q’~l’) with 
pq = r-ltp’ + &r + / P I t), 
pq’ = r-ls(p’)l/z (p’ + ) p 1 r)llzS 
From (2.15) one easily estimates HM(p) with A,(r, , rl , b, sup [ q4 I). When one 
differentiates H&I(p) with respect to p, one may do so under the integral signs 
to form (a/+) P’ and (a/+) 4. Note that (pq) depends linearly on p, and con- 
tinued differentiation of (pq’) and P’ will lead to negative fractional powers of 
(p’ + 1 p 1 r). Now (b = 0 when p < a, hence under the integral sign we may 
effectively assume 
p’ + i CL Ir = p + I CL ;r - p. Z a + &(I P I r - N) 3 a. 
This gives an estimate of negative powers of (p’ f j p j r) from above. On the 
other hand, the highest positive power of / p j is k, it comes from P’, because p 
occurs otherwise only implicitly in 4. This proves the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let X = rol, r > 0, s > 0, then 
lim W-(4; X, t) = +(roi), as t - r, (2.16) 
lim W+(+; X, t) = 0, as t--t---r. (2.17) 
Proof. By the definition of Wh , the parameter p ranges respectively in 
-co<p<l(for W+),andl<p<oo(for W-).Ast-+rin W-,tandp 
have the same sign, and similarly for t --f -r in W, , when p < - 1. By 
Remark (2) we may restrict the integration of p in W* to a finite interval which is 
independent of t as t + &r respectively. By Lemma 3, the derivative 
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(iY/+)m HM(p) is bounded in any finite interval of CL, independent of t. Hence 
we may use the dominated convergence theorem to conclude: 
w&A; x, Y] = c’, 
I 
(1 - ,u)?~ (-a/+), HM[+; X, Y; ,u] dw, 
W+[& X, -r] = c’,, j (1 - &r” (-a/&), HM[+; X, -Y; /A] dp. 
When t = &r is substituted into HM a great simplification takes place, 
because q and q’ become independent of p, and q = fl, q’ = 0. Then in (2.9) 
~occursonlyinPandinp,,withp,=rI~~when~<Oor~>l,andp,=O 
when 0 < p < 1. Hence one finds after some computation the limit values 
given in (2.16) and (2.17). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X = ra, Y > 0, s > 0, then 
where 
lim W-(4; X, t) = H-+(m) us t-+--r, (2.18) 
lim W+(+; X, t) = H++(m) us t --+ Y, (2.19) 
H.J$(YLx) = (-l)nz+l r-lr+ o /+(r + p)-‘+(--pcu) dp, 
s 
H++(m) = w-l+’ j0 @(r - p)-’ +(,m) dp, 
and the last integral is in the sense of the principal value. 
Proof. We are going to show by a different reasoning that the limit values 
can be obtained again by the substitution of t = fr into HM under the integral 
signs of (2.9) respectively for WA. Thus the result will be the following: 
W.&J; X, -r) = c’, j (1 - ~)zr’~ (-a/+)“’ HM(+; X, --r; ,u) dp, (2.20) 
W+(d; X, r> = c’n j (1 - CL);~” (-a/+)” HM(+; X, r; p) dcL, (2.21) 
and the lower limits of integration in HM will be pa = 0 when p < 0 or p > 1, 
and pa = rp when 0 < p < 1. 
Remark. Set as an abbreviation, 
h&L) = CIJ,-~~-(‘+~) 
s P”(P + y I I* I)” +(~a) 4x 
(2.22) 
0 
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then h(p) and its derivatives with respect to f~ can be estimated, under the same 
assumptions as in Lemma 3, as follows: 
I(a/aPcl)j h(P)1 < A'j(b + rl I P I)"+' 
I(a/ap)j h(p)/ < A'& + rg / p I)"--' 
for k > j, 
fork Cj, 
(2.23) 
where A’, are constants depending on (b, r0 , rr , sup / 4 I), j == 0, 1, 2 ,.... This 
statement is verified immediately. Now one has in (2.20) HM(#; X, --r; p) :.= 
h(p) because of p > 1. Similarly in (2.21), after the interval 1 > TV > -co is 
broken up into two parts, 1 > p > 0 and p < 0, one has HM($; X, r; p) = h(p) 
for p < 0. It follows from the remark that both integrals (2.20) and (2.21) 
converge. As to the differentiability of HM(+; X, r; CL) for 0 < p < 1, one can 
certainly perform (a/+) m - I times directly, the higher derivatives have to be 
estimated in the manner as in Lemma 3 by setting p’ = p - rp. 
To justify the limit procedure we start with the definition of Wh and recall 
that HM(p) is smooth and vanishes for large CL. We may therefore set 
1’ (1 - ~);n~+r.2 1
V-1 
W*[l$; x, t] = con HM(p) - ; $ (p - 1)’ HMcn(l) dp . 
I 
(2.24) 
where HM”r( 1) = (a/+)j HM(p) at p = 1, and 
,, c (II = (Tl)“” c’,r(-m + 4)/q- 4). 
In each of the summands in (2.24) we obtain the limit value as t + +r, by 
using the dominants convergence theorem. Take for instance the case of Wp , 
one has 
W-[+; X, -r] = c”~ jl (p - 1)-m-1’2 A(p) - ‘g* $ (p - 1)j /z(‘)(l) dP. 
i 1 
(2.25) 
We may perform the integration by parts in (2.25) backwards, this time by 
using estimates (2.23) of the derivatives of A(p) for large II. The result is (2.20). 
Similarly we obtain the result for W+ in (2.21). 
To complete the proof of the proposition we evaluate the integrals (2.20) and 
(2.21) by first differentiating (m - I)-times with respect to p under Z&V(p). 
Afterwards we manage to do the last differentiation a/+ only after the order of 
the integrations have been interchanged. Finally one verifies H- and H+ of 
(2.18) and (2.19). 
Proof of theorem 3(b). We define (q , ur) as follows, 
% = {W+(#; x t) + W-(4; z t)} + {W+@; K -q + W@; x -t)>, 
% = w+he x, t) + w-(lcr; x, 1)) - W+(#; x’, -f> + w&k x, -t)>, 
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and similarly the pair (va , ua is obtained by replacing in the above W- by - W- , 
*2 = {W+(h x t) - W($; x, t)> + W+($; x -t) - w-($; x -t)>, 
% = {W+($; x t) - W(lcI; x,t)> - {W+(#; x, -q - w-(#; x,-q>. 
Obviously u. are odd and V~ are even with respect to t, /I = 1, 2. The initial 
values for (vfl , u,J are verified by using Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, and the cor- 
responding boundary values (Vet , Use) by Propositions 2.3 and 2.4. 
Remark. Solution W- was constructed in [2, p. 4451 in a different form. Its 
boundary values were also derived there, but unfortunately the lower boundary 
value as given by [2, p. 445 (4.5)] . IS mcorrect, because the convergence of (4.14) 
[2, p. 4461 is unjustified. A comparison of the formula (4.5) in [2], with the 
(2.18) of this paper shows that they differ in the exponent of r and p. The 
exponent k plays a crucial role in the following section. 
3.1. In the following, p and Q denote variables on R1. Let &’ be the 
Hilbert transform on functions EL,(R’), a(p) = #6(q): 
U(P) = + f (p - q)-’ b(q) dq. 
The following properties of &’ will be needed: 
(1) =eh(q) = -%A-!7), 
(2) PkW44 = %qbWq), 
(3) 2 has as its adjoint inL,(Rr), #* = -2, and XZ* = 1. 
We are going to express H’4 and H”4 of (2.3) and (2.4) which are the sum and 
difference of H*+(w) given in Theorem 3, in terms of the Hilbert transform Z 
for each 01. It is our purpose to rewrite H’ and H” as two operators in L,1(R”). 
For a while we shall assume as we did in Theorem 3, that (+,4) E 9. 
First, +(ra), r > 0, is extended to +(qct) by requiring that 4(-r a) = 
+(r . (--a)). Since we have available (H&)( ra ) f or every 01, we can define (H&)(Pcx) 
in the same way we defined +(qtx). 
Notation of X’ and #“. Let 
c@[d; ~4 = rr,+(@) + (- 1P” fW~4, 
.m”[+; pa] = H++(par) - (- l)m+l K+(po). 
By comparison with (2.3) and (2.4) one has H’ = Z’, H” = ,YY when m == odd, 
and H’ = JV, H” = Z’ for even m. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Proof. Take for instance (-l)m+l = 1, then by (2.5), 
H+g@) + f-wr4 = r-“& I q Ik #z”). 
Now write the same equation with 01 replaced by -01, which gives by definition, 
H+(-r, E) + H-(--r, a). By property (1) of 8’ we may go from Sr to S&r 
and this gives (3.1). In the same way one proves (3.2) and (3.3) is immediately 
verified. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 
PWP) flw PaI = ~MW%)~ P4, (3.4) 
4iq+; P&l = m+ii; PC4 (3.5) 
and the same holds true for ST”. 
Proof. The first equation is obtained by using property (2) of 2, and the 
second equation holds because of the differention A, is independent of p or q. 
Notation of E’ and E”. Let $ E 9, we set 
-Oh 14 = I P l-“--l (w P> =% Iq Il”+1&4~ 
E”M; ~4 = I P I-‘--l % I 4 Ik+l (sgn d +k4 
To obtain E’ and E” from A? and s?” we need only to raise the exponent from k 
to K + 1 = $(rz - 1). Now suppose f E&(P) then we can write its norm as 
ilf II2 = !i j.1 (f (qa) I q I”+‘)” 4 dw, , (3.6) 
so that 1 q I”+f (qo1) E L,(S) for almost all a?. From property (3) of A?’ we conclude 
that 
II -WI = llf II 7 II E”f I/ = llf II (3.7) 
hold for any f EL,(P). Thus E’ and E” are unitary operators in La(@) with the 
adjoint of E’ = -E”. 
By the definition of E’ and E” one has, 
I p 1-l p[+; PaI = E’w; Pal, I p 1-1 z”[+; pa] = E”[c#“; poll. (3.8) 
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Furthermore it follows from Proposition 3.2, 
WP I ~‘NP4 = vwl~ I;P4 WY 
I p 1-l A&q+; $4 = E’EI Q 1-l Aid; $4, (3.10) 
and the same set of equations with .Z’ and E’ respectively replaced by S” and 
E”. 
Definition of the operators 8 and 6* in&l. Let 4 E L,l. For nz = odd, & and 
&*$ are the elements in L,l represented by 
84 = fl[$; Id, s*l#J = -2r[cj;pa] (3.11) 
When m is even 84 and S*$ are the elements which are represented by 
&# = flL4; P4 a*+ = -#qh;po!]. (3.12) 
The definition is justified by the following 
PROPOSITION 3.3. d and b* are unitary operators in LS1 and d* is the ao?joint 
of 8. 
Proof. When + EL:, one has +#, a#/8 / p 1 and 1 p 1-l A& all belong to L, . 
From (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) it follows that both &‘$ and S*$ belong to L,1 and 
by (3.7) 
II WJ II1 = II s*+ IL = II 4 Ill > II(&>” II = Iw*w II = II 4” II * 
From property (3) of .@, and by using the form of the scalar product that 
corresponds to the form of the norm 11 11 in (3.6), one easily verifies that b* is the 
adjoint of 8, and that &CC?* = b*& = 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let (4, #) EL,~. (a) Th ere exists for odd n a pair of solutions 
(vo > 0 u ) with the following initial and boundary data 
W”” &oh W’” JGlcI>, v* - + o- 9 u*. = #* (3.13) 
(b) When n = even, there exist two pairs of solutions (vB , ue) with the initial 
data respectively equal to 
G-G4 2439% p = 1,2. (3.14) 
Their boundary values are as follows: 
v*1 = (1 + 4+, u*l = (1 - s*> 9, (3.15) 
v*2=(-l -s*>+, u*2 = (-1 + 8) *. (3.16) 
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(c) Any pair of L,-solutions (v, u) is uniquely representable in the form of 
(vo 3 z+,) for odd n, and of (v,, , u,J, ,B = I or 2 when n is even. 
Proof, To prove (a) and (b) of Theorem 4 we consider 4 EL,’ as the limit 
of a sequence {+j)} with 4(j) E 9. By Theorem 3 we have a sequence of even 
smooth solutions, (v(j)}. Let (v(j))* be the boundary value, and g(j) = (l)l’a J&,+‘) 
or =2&2,&j) be the initial value of v(j). By the property of .A@!~ , g(j) converges to 
the element g EL,‘: 
g = (2)‘/” dq)+, OI g = 2Ai34, p = 1,2. (3.17) 
From g(j) -g, it follows v(j) + v which is a La-solution, and that (v(j))* - v* 
in L,l. On the other hand, by Theorem 3, (G)* = (1 + d) 4(j) when n is even. 
Since &4(j) -+ &” by Proposition 3.3, it follows that v* = (1 + 8) 4. The same 
proof holds for I& by using A$# and b*. 
By Corollary 1 of Theorem l(b) and by Th eorem 2(b) we know that the range 
of .&?a is Lzl, and that of J& is L, . Thus any g E L,l can be represented by (3.17) 
for a unique 4 EL,‘, and similarly for f E L, in terms of $. Since any La-solution 
(v, U) is determined by its {g,f}, so such a solution pair is a (va , us) with a 
suitable (6, Z/J) as a consequence of (a) and (b) of this theorem. This completes 
the proof of (c). 
Remark. By (a) and (c) of Theorem 4 we have both the existence and 
uniqueness of the boundary value problem for n = odd. The present proof of 
uniqueness which is based on the one to one onto property of J& and Jri; is 
much simpler than that given in [l(I)]. In the following we shall assume n = even 
for all our discussions. 
COROLLARY. Let (77, 5) EL,~. In order that (7, 1;) be admissible as (v*, u*) of a 
pair of L,-solutions (v, u) it is necessary and suficient that 
7=u +a>+, 5 = (1 - b*) #, (3.18) 
for some (4, #I) E L,l. An equivalent set of conditions is given by 
7) = (-1 - a*)Q, 5=(-l +&)I& (3.19) 
Relations between these two set will be discussed at the end of this paper. 
We shall study the question of existence and uniqueness of 4 for given T, and 
that of 16 for given 5, side by side, by using the first set. 
3.2. For the uniqueness it is necessary and sufficient that 
<u f 8) (1 zt a*)$4 4>1 > 0 (3.20) 
for any 4 gLzl, + # 0. Now /j l/i is a sum of La-norms // 11 of the derivatives 
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&#/a / q 1 and 1 q 1-i d,& of the first order. One has for instance, from (3.9), that 
WI P I (1 + 4 d = WI P I + ww% I; Pal 
for m = odd, or 
WPI (1 + o+ = WIP I + ~“W/~lq I; PaI 
when m is even, and the corresponding equations for (1 + &*). Hence 
(WP I (1 + 8) 0 + &*)+I WIP I> 
= ((1 zt E’) (1 T E”) W~lq I 7 WIP I>- 
(3.21) 
And similarly for the other derivatives. It follows that we may replace the condi- 
tion for uniqueness by the following: For any z(qoc) EL, , z # 0. 
<(2 f (E’ - E”)) z,4> > 0, (3.22) 
where we made use of E’E” = E”E’ = -1. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The operator (E’ - E”) is given explicitly by: 
(E’ - E”), x(qoc) = 2~l ( p I-,+l j” (p - q)-l 1 q lk+l z(qa) dq 
for p > 0, and 
(E’ - E”), z(qcw) = -2~l I p 1+-l s, (p - q)-’ 1 q Ik+l z(qor) dq 
for p < 0. Moreover 
((E’ -- E”) z, z) = 2+/ dw, II, (p + q)-1 p”+?z(pc~) q”+?z(-qoL) dp dq. 
(3.23) 
The above is readily verified. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The inequality 
I((E’ - E”) z, z)l < 2 /j z /j2 
holds for all x EL, , z # 0. 
Proof. We make use of Hilbert’s inequality in L,(R’), [4, p. 2261 
Is, (P + q)-1 F(p) G(q) dp dq < n (JoF2(p) dp)“’ (s, Q(q) dq)? 
unIess F = 0 or G = 0. 
(3.25) 
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We apply (3.25) to (3.23) withF(p) = / x(p~)l pl;+r, G(q) = 1 z(--qor)j @‘+I for 
positive p and q. It follows that unless x(pa) = 0 for almost all OL, 
I((E’ - E”) 2, z))l < 2 j (s, (p”-‘z”(pa)) dP)li2 X (s, (q”+*(-qa)) dq)1;2 d% 
= 2 /I x 112. 
THEOREM 5. Given any pair (7, 5) EL,~, there exists at most one pair (v, u) 
such that v* = 7, u* = 5. 
Proof. Suppose (3.18) is satisfied with 7 = 0 by some 4. Then 
((1 + b) (1 + b*) 4, $)1 = 0. It follows that (2 5 (E’ - E”) z, z) = 0 for 
z = @/a 1 q j and z = q-‘+ij . By Proposition 3.5 one has z = 0, hence $ = 0. 
The same reasoning gives $ = 0 when 5 = 0 in (3.18), by using ((1 - S) x 
(1 - b*) $4 #>l = 0. 
3.3. For a discussion of the question of existence we need the sharp 
version of Hilbert’s inequality, i.e. that the constant r in (3.25) is the best 
possible. This means that to every 6 > 0 there exist (non-negative) functions 
F,(p) and G,(q) E L,(R+l) such that 
s,l (P + W F,(P) G(q) 4’ 4 3 4 - 8) ( j FE?(P) dp)l” (j G2(d dp)l”- 
(3.26) 
For instance [4, p. 2331, one defines the function h,(q) EL,(R+I) for E > 0. 
h,(q) = q*/2(-1+f) for 0 < q < 1, h,(q)=0 forq>l. (3.27) 
By taking Fs = G, = h,(q), the left hand side of (3.26) is 
>n~-l{(cos &r-l + o( 1)) (3.28) 
where o( 1) tends to zero with E. Since the square of the norm of h, is equal to c-r, 
one establishes (3.26) for given 6 by choosing a small E. The argument holds if 
h,(q) is replaced by similar functions for which (3.28) is valid and whose norm 
squares = l -l + O(1). 
THEOREM 6. Each of the two sets (v*} and {u*} which are formed from the set 
of all L,-solutions (v, u), is a proper subset and is dense in L,‘. For the set of all 
w = v + u # 0 the energy inequality between the boundary values (w*, w*) and 
initial values {g, f}: 
II grad w* /I2 + II grad w, II2 -c 201 gradg II2 + Ilf II"> 
is sharp, i.e. the constant 2 is the best possible. 
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Proof. In order that the operators (1 + 8) and (1 - a*) have the range = 
L,l, it is necessary and sufficient that there exists a positive number c such that 
for all + E L,l. To prove the first part of the theorem, it suffices to find any 
6 > 0, a $s EL,~ which satisfies 
This is equivalent to the following: 
for z8 = +5,/a 1 4 ) , and also x8 = jj q-14ij$s . We distinguish the two cases, the 
first case with - sign, and the second case with + sign preceding (E’ - E”) in 
(3.29). 
In the first case we take &&) to be independent of 01, and set 
@s(P) = - j q-“-%(q) 4, P > 0, (3.30) 
D 
where h,(q) is given by (3.27). By substituting zg = a@,/ap into (3.23) we find 
that the following inequality 
((2 - (E’ - E”)) % , 6 < 6 II 6 II2 (3.31) 
is precisely (3.26) with F, = G, = h, , after we cancel the factor 2w, on both 
sides of (3.31). 
For the second case we wouId like to have &(-pa) = -&(pol), hence & 
can not be independent of 01. We set 
MP~) = @s(P) %I , P > 0, 
where @&) is given by (3.30) an d a, is the nth component of CL It then follows 
that+,=Oforp>l,andforl >p>0,0<~<1, 
P”“%/~P = k(P) %I I 
Pk4n$3 = 4&(P) - P”) % > j = 1, 2 ,..., (n - l), 
with. a = (K + + - BE)-r, and that all the other A&, = 0 for j # n. If we 
substitute in (3.23), zg = &&/ap and z8 = p-lAin+G, we find: (1) the integration 
(c+)” dw, over 1 a! I = 1 is independent of dp dq, and (2) the terms that involve 
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@“h,(p) and Pa” are 0( 1) as E tends to 0, (note that the square norm of h, = CC’). 
From this we conclude, as in the first case, 
holds for given 6 if e is small. 
Since by the uniqueness proof we know that the adjoint operators (1 + G*) 
and (1 - &) are one to one mappings, so the range of (1 + 8) and (1 - a*) are 
dense sets in L,l. This proves the first part of Theorem 6. 
The energy inequality with the < sign is easily derived by adopting the 
energy integral of Friedrichs and Lewy. In the present context we shall show the 
strict inequality and that 2 is the best constant. Since w* = u* + v* and w* == 
u* - v*, it amounts to show that for zr and u # 0, 
II v* Ill < II g iI1 7 II u* Ii3 <: lifil . (3.32) 
Now a* = (1 + E)+ by Theorem 4. It follows that 
II v* 1~: = ((1 + g*) (1 + Od, 4h == ilC II,” + i/G Ii,” + ((8 + g*)A 4il 
But & is unitary, hence 11 &4 Iii = // C# 1)r . Furthermore in the first part of this 
theorem we have shown that for 4 f 0, 
Iv + K*) 44 4>1 I < 2 II d IIf 
and that 2 is the best constant. Hence, strictly 
Ii v* Ii,” < 4 II 4 ii; . 
By Theorem 4, the initial value g = 2./Q. Since A& is unitary so we have proved 
the inequality between v* and g in (3.32). The proof of that between u* and f 
is the same, using f = 2~+‘&5. 
Remark. For n = odd it was shown in [I, (II)], for smooth solutions which 
are represented by HM, that 
I! g III = m2 II a* 1/l ? ilf II = W2 II u* Ill . 
Now this holds true for all La-solutions (v, U) by Theorem 4(a), since 
g = 2~~~.b%fov*, f = 21j2”qou*. 
3.4. In conclusion we compare the two sets of solutions (v, , ur) and 
(V 2 , us) of Theorem 4(b). Suppose we start with the same set of initial value {g, f} 
and set for p = 1, 2, 
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It then follows from (3.15) and (3.16) that, since et, = v, and Z+ = z+ , 
(1 + Q41 = t-1 - @?Tb, (1 - a*> $1 = (-1 + 8’) lclz. 
Suppose we substitute in the above $2 = -87, and h = &‘*[, then we find 
that (1+&)(+1-$=O and (l-&*)(#,--c)=O. By Theorem 5 on 
uniqueness we have therefore +I = 7, & = 4, and hence, 
-841 = 4s ? g**1 = $4. (3.34) 
This implies, since g and j are arbitrary elements in L,l and L, , from (3.33) 
d=-Jf;‘.M,, b* =Jr;lJITl . (3.35) 
Finally, from (3.34) we find that a* = & - +z, II* = +I - #z, and hence, 
2v* = (dq - Jsiy ) g, 2u* = (“q-l - Jq) j. (3.36) 
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